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Project Information
Title: AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET institutions in the
field of sustainable agriculture
Project Number: 2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134
Year: 2013
Project Type: Transfer of Innovation
Status: granted
Country: FR-France
Marketing Text: The European Commission is putting more and more emphasis on the need to recognize all
the knowledge, skills and competencies of an individual, including those acquired outside the
formal system. The specific programs for continuing education underline how the initiatives
taken by EU Member should aim at "validation of non-formal and informal learning and be
based on learning outcomes".
AGROSKILL is focused on the problem of validation of non-formal and informal learning, in
one of the areas where non-formal training and knowledge-based expertise are the most
pregnant, agriculture, trying to "preserve the benefits for the environment and the protection of
nature and support training and education for professionals in sustainable agriculture"
(European Action Plan for organic food and agriculture).
Summary: In the field of sustainable agriculture, some countries have taken recent validation initiatives in
the context of the development of a national qualifications framework. In Spain, certification
was created for staff in charge of supporting converted to organic agriculture farmers. In other
countries, such initiatives have remained limited, reflecting a lack of national strategies, a lack
of knowledge on how to implement this validation in practice and - in some cases - a lack of
confidence in the validation on the part of individuals and employers as well as cultural and
attitudinal barriers. This can also come from a culture that values informal learning at the
expense of formal, often negatively judged as too "academic" or unsuitable to local or
professional characteristics.
To achieve this goal, it is important that trainers, tutors and managers of vocational training
institutions acquire skills for the implementation of a validation system, and they know the real
needs of their citizens, to provide training offer and validation systems as relevant as possible.
The idea of the project is to analyze the modalities of implementation of system validation,
and test method validation transfers identified as innovative, starting with the skills necessary
for the exercise of the professions (farmers, agriculture employees, advisers and trainers),
acquired through informal or non-formal learning, which could be validated.

Description: The project objective is to adapt the content and transfer the best methodology for the
recognition of non-formal and informal learning in the field of sustainable agriculture and ecoefficient, designed primarily for trainers and managers of the centers vocational training in
European countries. In order to rely on concrete cases, the partners chose to focus on a form
of sustainable agriculture, including organic farming.
The main problems identified in the partner countries, even if the agricultural sector is based
on qualified stakeholders, training and qualifications of people are not necessarily formal, and
is based primarily on the expertise (including the countries of eastern Europe and the
Mediterranean) or non-formal training (France and Germany).Thus, vocational education in
France, either for farmers or the accompanying organisms staff rarely the subject of a
qualification after training periods.
The project also relies on the transfer of knowledge and products in terms of sustainable
agriculture in Europe and on the identification of current market needs in order to take into
account in agricultural training programs. In line with the priorities of the LEONARDO
program, the AGROSKILL project aims to improve the skills of trainers by providing innovative
tools for the validation of informal learning and
http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921
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Project Information
expertise.
In addition, the project will also transfer innovative practices from learning structures that have
previously participated in projects of the "long life training " program, involving teachers and
companies in the design of new training modules that will lead to EU official curriculum and
pilot courses.
To do this, the action plan is based on three main steps:
1 - analysis of skills needs in sustainable agriculture (WP2).
For this first action, carried out between October 2103 and september 2014, experts in
organic agriculture and vocational training were surveyed in each country of the partnership,
using a common questionnaire, and synthesis was performed (see the product n° 1).In
parallel, projects dedicated to longlife training corresponding to the AGROSKILL theme were
identified and analyzed (see the product n°2), and a transnational glossary of terminology
specific to the theme "sustainable agriculture" was designed, so that partners use the same
terms
.
2 – National analysis on the structure of non-formal and informal-formal learning and the
current situation regarding the recognition of previous experience (WP3). Each partner
conducted an analysis between meetings of Chania (April 2014) and Hamburg (September
2014)
It continues with the Implementation Strategy transfer: how to apply the transferring methods
to the specific situations in each country? (WP3) For each country participating, partners write
a proposal of transfer implementation, depending on national situation, and using shared
guidelines, like a summary report about tranferred methods for validation training, and a
general strategy for transfer implementation.
3 - implementation of pilot courses, during which the transfer will be experienced.(WP4)
Actions 3 and 4 relate to the year 2 of the project. It is expected that pilot courses are put in
place by the end of April 2015. Their contents will be discussed during the meeting in
Hamburg in october 2014.
In parallel, the partners have developed substantial actions to promote and recognize their
efforts and to verify the efficiency of their project.
Their actions are supervised by a network of people identified as "experts" and who agreed to
participate in the project by providing their opinions on the actions carried out and their
results.
A communication plan is based on several complementary media to publicize the project :
regular updating of the project sheet on the basis ADAM, realization of a website and
brochures in all the languages of the partners, publishing newsletters , distributed to networks,
various interventions in meetings ...
Project Quality evaluation plan to track the performance of the action plan and bring in
financial partner all the elements necessary to properly evaluate the project. Two reviews
financial and technical are provided on the project period, the first will be finalized by the end
of November 2014 and will cover the first year of the project.

Themes: *** Quality
*** Sustainability
*** Lifelong learning
*** Recognition, transparency, certification
*** Enterprise, SME
** Vocational guidance
* Labor market
Sectors: *** Education
*** Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
* Information and Communication
Product Types: website
program or curricula
teaching material
http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921
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Project Information
evaluation methods
Product information: Among the main products::
- 8 National implementation strategies for converting current non-formal courses into formal
courses, and validating the previous learning
- 8 Pilot courses training more than 35 VET experts/teachers and more than 500 downloads
of training units
- More than 65 members in the Labour Experts Validation Network, with more than 100 VET
Centres identified
At the end of the first year of the project, many of these experts have joined the project and
will AGROSKILL can bring their knowledge of the subject.
The main impact in the short term is to obtain:
1) qualification system and
2) validation tools for VET teachers in the sustainable agriculture field.
In long term, the VET teachers, trainers, tutors and VET institution managers will be able to
provide new training, in:
1) new courses with EU structure and formal learning
2) Validate existing expertise into formal learning.
The tools developed will be subject to the opinions of the organizations in charge of validation
systems at the scale of individual nations of Europe, which naturally require additional time
and difficult to quantify, so this phase does not include the project.
Projecthomepage: www.agroskill.eu
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Project Contractor
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Chambre d'agriculture de l'Ariège
FOIX
Midi-Pyrenees
FR-France
chamber
http://www.ariege.chambagri.fr

Contact Person
Name:

Stéphanie LEBRUN

Address:

32 avenue du général de gaulle

City:
Country:

FOIX
FR-France

Telephone:

+33 (0)5 61 02 14 00

Fax:

+33 (0)5 61 02 14 30

E-mail:
Homepage:

projets@ariege.chambagri.fr
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Coordinator
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

AGENEX : Agencia Extremeña de la energía
BADAJOZ
Extremadura
ES-Spain
association/non-governmental organisation
http://www.agenex.es

Contact Person
Name:

ORDOÑEZ MUÑOZ Javier

Address:

Avda. Antonio Masa Campos, 26

City:
Country:

BADAJOZ
ES-Spain

Telephone:

+34 924 26 21 21

Fax:

+34 924 25 84 21

E-mail:
Homepage:

jordonez.agenex@dip-badajoz.net
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Partner
Partner 1
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

European Certification and Qualification Association
Krems
Lower Austria
AT-Austria
others
http://www.ecqa.org

Partner 2
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Berufsfortbildungswerk Gemeinn. Bildungseinrichtung des DGB mbH
Erkrath
Nordrhein-Westfalen
DE-Germany
continuing training institution
http://www.bfw.de

Partner 3
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania
Chania
Kriti
EL-Greece
research institution
http://www.maich.gr

Partner 4
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

netEDUKACJA
Gliwice
Slaskie
PL-Poland
SME - small and medium-sized enterprise (up to 250 employees)
http://www.netedukacja.com
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Partner
Partner 5
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

TREBAG Property and Project Management Ltd
Nagykovácsi
Közép-Magyarország
HU-Hungary
others
http://www.trebag.hu

Partner 6
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Sveuèilište u Zagrebu Agronomski fakultet
Zagreb
Zagrebacka regija
HR-Croatia
university/Fachhochschule/academy
http://www.agr.unizg.hr/

Partner 7
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:

Consejería de Agricultura, Desarrollo Rural, Medio Ambiente y Energía del gobierno de
Extremadura
Mérida
Extremadura
ES-Spain
public institution

Homepage:
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Products
1

Analysis of Questionnaire on National Skill Needs for Competences in Sustainable Agriculture (R13)

2

Summary Report about transferred products on agriculture training (R14)

3

AGROSKILL Organic Farming Glossary (R15)

4

AGROSKILL dissemination tools : logo type, booklets, website (R8)

5

AGROSKILL project newsletters (R7)

6

Others LLP projects from ADAM database (R6)

7

AGROSKILL communication strategy (R5-R9)

8

Summary Report about transferred methods for validation of training (R16)

9

National analysis of Formal Validation per country (R17)

10

General strategy for transfer implementation (R18)

11

National implementation strategy for converting current non-formal courses into formal courses,

12

Pilot courses per country (R20)

13

Pilot Courses summary (R21)

14

Proposals to the National Qualification Agencies

15

Agriculture Labour Experts Validation Network (R23)

16

International Workshop, september 11th 2015 (R4)

17

Proposals to the Nationals Qualification Agencies (R22)
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Product 'Analysis of Questionnaire on National Skill Needs for Competences in
Sustainable Agriculture (R13)'
Title: Analysis of Questionnaire on National Skill Needs for Competences in Sustainable Agriculture
(R13)
Product Type: procedure for the analysis and prognosis of the vocational training requirement
Marketing Text: The present report summarizes the results of the national needs analysis survey conducted
among professionals in VET and the world of work, in Spring 2014, to determine levels of
awareness of available means to validate the KSC within the eco-efficient agricultural sector.
Description: For the needs of the Agroskill project and in order to complement the deliverables of
WP2_”Transfer of European training contents on eco-efficient/sustainable agriculture and
identification of market skills needs” a survey based on questionnaires/interviews was set to
professionals in VET and the world of work, to investigate their levels of awareness of
available means to validate the skills knowledge and competencies within the eco-efficient
agricultural sector.
Target group: Experts in Organis agriculture and/or informal and non-formal trainings.
Result: Best knowledge about the comptencies needed, with a large panel of answers from european
experts. It's the first step on the Agroskill process consisting in discovering the competencies
needed, how the current training and validation systems are able to learn and/or to validate
theses competencies, and how to improve what already exists or create new opportunities.
Area of application: Vocational training in agriculture
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: Croatian
English
German
French
Spanish
Hungarian
Greek
Polish

product files
Analysis of Questionnaire on National Skill Needs for Competences in Sustainable Agriculture
National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Croatian.pdf
This document (croatian version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-English.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-English.pdf
This document (english version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-French.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-French.pdf
This document (french version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=1
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product files
National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-German.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-German.pdf
This document (german version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Greek.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Greek.pdf
This document (greek version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria, Germany,
Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Hungarian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Hungarian.pdf
This document (hungarian version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Polish.pdf
This document (polish version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/1/2/National-skill-needs-analysis-per-country-Spanish.pdf
This document (spanish version) summarizes the national skill needs analysis made in the AGROSKILL countries (France, Spain, Austria,
Germany, Greece, Poland, Hungary and Croatia).

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
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Product 'Summary Report about transferred products on agriculture training
(R14)'
Title: Summary Report about transferred products on agriculture training (R14)
Product Type: procedure for the analysis and prognosis of the vocational training requirement
Marketing Text: Organic agriculture (OA) is a certified sustainable farming system that promotes
environmental protection, increased food safety, security and preserves landscapes and
cultural heritage. A number of initiatives to develop VET programmes OA exist in EU member
states of which, the standards of training vary widely, and none leads to a recognized,
transferable, international qualification as an OA advisor/trainer/technician. For the needs of
the Agroskill project and in order to complement the deliverables of WP2_”Transfer of
European training contents on eco-efficient/sustainable agriculture and identification of
market skills needs” elements and products from previously executed projects, CerOrganic
(Annex 1), AgroTrain (Annex 2), Forecologia (Annex 4), Ecolearning (Annex 5) and Soltec
(Annex 6) were reviewed and selectively adapted for further utilization.
Description: For the needs of the Agroskill project and in order to complement the deliverables of
WP2_”Transfer of European training contents on eco-efficient/sustainable agriculture and
identification of market skills needs” elements and products from previously executed
projects, CerOrganic and AgroTrain were presented, reviewed and selectively adapted for
further utilization by WP3. Filtrated outcomes of the ecoTools LdV project are also here
presented.
Target group: AGROSKILL steering commitee members.
Result: Improving knowledge about transferred Products and methodologies from previous projects.
Area of application: Implementation of Agroskill plan of actions.
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: German
Croatian
English
Polish
Greek
Hungarian
Spanish
French

product files
Summary-Report-about-transferred-products-on-agriculture-training.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/2/1/Summary-Report-about-transferred-products-on-agriculture-training.pdf
R14: Summary Report about transferred products on agriculture training.
This document is a transfer of innovative structures from previous LLP experiences.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=2
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Product 'AGROSKILL Organic Farming Glossary (R15)'
Title: AGROSKILL Organic Farming Glossary (R15)
Product Type: others
Marketing Text: This Glossary meets all the specific terms used for describing organic farming. All partners
have collected technical terms in order to establish a multinational glossary, in all partners
languages and English. The glossary will be part of the training material and published on the
project website.
Description: The gloassary is organized for presenting the technical terms in the main areas of study :
- Principles of Agroecology
- OA Conversion Requirements & Certification Standards
- Agrobiodiversity & Genetic Resourse Management
- Soil Quality & Fertility
- Composting Technology
- Plant production techniques
- Postharvest Handling
- Plant Protection
At the end of the glossary, a Glossary Sources gives all the sources used by the partners and
can be a way for users to go further in their information.
Target group: All people usging international exchanges or using international mobility, and who could need
to know the translation of some terms : researchers, teachers and trainers, trainees,
agricultural workers and managers...
Result: This glossary gives an "international technical language" about organic farm and breacks the
potentiel gaps in a specialized discussion.
Area of application: Organis Farming
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: Hungarian
Greek
Spanish
Polish
French
German
Croatian
English

product files
Glossary
R15_Agroskill_Glossary_Final-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/3/2/R15_Agroskill_Glossary_Final-version.pdf
Agroskill Organis Farming international farming

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=3
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Product 'AGROSKILL dissemination tools : logo type, booklets, website (R8)'
Title: AGROSKILL dissemination tools : logo type, booklets, website (R8)
Product Type: website
Marketing Text: For supporting our dissemination actions, the AGROSKILL communication tools are divided
in several realizations : logotype, a website dedicated on the project, and a booklet declined
in two-languages versions, to communicate in each country with a document presenting our
project and mixting english and each partner'slanguage.
Description: 1 website, 6 several versions of the booklet (7 languages in Agroskill partnership : croatian,
french, german, greec, hungarian, polish, spanish)
Target group: All target groups
Result: Communication through the several events organized by the partners, updating on the
website, and dissemination of the results to all the target groups.
Area of application: Public and specific groups areas
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu/
Product Languages: French
English
Croatian
Spanish
Polish
Hungarian
Greek
German

product files
AGROSKIKLL logotype
logo AGROSKILL.jpg
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/3/logo%20AGROSKILL.jpg
AGROSKILL logotype

Booklet English - Croatian
R8_agroskill-brochure-Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/2/R8_agroskill-brochure-Croatian.pdf
AGROSKILL booklet english -croatian

Booklet French -english
R8_agroskill-brochure-French.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/4/R8_agroskill-brochure-French.pdf
Booklet AGROSKILL french -english

Booklet German - english

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=4
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product files
R8_agroskill-brochure-Deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/9/R8_agroskill-brochure-Deutsch.pdf

Booklet Greek - english
R8_agroskill-brochure-greek.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/5/R8_agroskill-brochure-greek.pdf

Booklet Hungarian - english
R8_agroskill-brochure-hungarian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/6/R8_agroskill-brochure-hungarian.pdf

booklet Polish - english
R8_agroskill-brochure-Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/7/R8_agroskill-brochure-Polish.pdf

Booklet Spanish - english
R8_agroskill-brochure-spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/4/8/R8_agroskill-brochure-spanish.pdf
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Product 'AGROSKILL project newsletters (R7)'
Title: AGROSKILL project newsletters (R7)
Product Type: others
Marketing Text: Each six months, the partners write a project newsletters to update information about the
project results. A good way to give news to their networks and to keep in contact with people
interested in our project.
Description: This newsletter is written after each steering commitee. It makes a balance of the last actions
and explain the results obtained, it also gives the coming actions, with dead-lines and
expected results. Finally it gives focuses on sustainable agriculture in each country
participating.
The newsletters are both in english version and partners' language version.
Target group: Every people interested in Agroskill. the newsletters can be download in Afgroskill website
www.agroskill.eu, also in partners' websites, and can be sent to specific people, like experts,
through emailing.
Result: Keeping in contact and showing how the project implementation is going on.
Area of application: People interested in Agroskill project
Homepage:
Product Languages: Spanish
Polish
Hungarian
Croatian
Greek
German
French
English

product files
AGROSKILL Newsletter n°1
Newsletter-1_deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_deutsch.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (german version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous
actions.

Newsletter-1_english.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_english.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (english version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous
actions.

Newsletter-1_french.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_french.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (french version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous actions.

Newsletter-1_GREEK.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_GREEK.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (greek version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous actions.

Newsletter-1_hrvatski.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_hrvatski.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (croatian version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous
actions.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=5
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product files
Newsletter-1_Magyar.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_Magyar.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (hungarian version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous
actions.

Newsletter1_Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter1_Polish.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (polish version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous actions.

Newsletter-1_spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/2/Newsletter-1_spanish.pdf
The first AGROSKILL newsletter (spanish version)follows the first comittee meeting in FOIX and present the projetcs, its goals and previous
actions.

AGROSKILL Newsletter n°2
Newsletter-2_Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_Croatian.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its croatian version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_deutsch.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its german version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_english.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_english.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its english version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_French.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_French.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its french version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_GREEK.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_GREEK.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its greek version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_Magyar.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_Magyar.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its hungarian version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_Polish.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its polish version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

Newsletter-2_spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/3/Newsletter-2_spanish.pdf
The Agroskill newsletter n°2 (here in its spanish version) gives news for the period including the second meeting Chiana in April 2014, and the
activities following this meeting.

AGROSKILL Newsletter n°3
3_Newsletter_AGROSKILL_v_deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/3_Newsletter_AGROSKILL_v_deutsch.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (german version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from ECQA and BFW.

product files
newsletter-3_Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/newsletter-3_Croatian.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (croatian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from FAZ.

newsletter-3_Greek.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/newsletter-3_Greek.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (greek version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014), with
a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from MAICH.

Newsletter-3_Hungarian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/Newsletter-3_Hungarian.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (hungarian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from TREBAG.

Newsletter-3_Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/Newsletter-3_Polish.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (polish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014), with
a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from NETEDUKACJA.

Newsletter-3_spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/Newsletter-3_spanish.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (spanish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from AGENEX and
GOBEX.

newsletter AGROSKILL 3 v_english.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%203%20v_english.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (english version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from each partner.

newsletter AGROSKILL 3 v_french.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/4/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%203%20v_french.pdf
The third AGROSKILL newsletter (english version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the third meeting in Hambourg (october 2014),
with a focus on final results about the analysis of competencies needed in sustainable agriculture, and gives local news from french partner
(CA09).

AGROSKILL Newsletter n°4
Newsletter-4_Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_Croatian.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (croatian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news FAZ.

Newsletter-4_deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_deutsch.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (german version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from ECQA.

Newsletter-4_Greek.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_Greek.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (greek version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from MAICH.

Newsletter-4_Hungarian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_Hungarian.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (hungarian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with
a focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from TREBAG.

Newsletter-4_Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_Polish.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (polish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from NETEDUKACJA.

product files
Newsletter-4_spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/Newsletter-4_spanish.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (spanish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from AGENEX and GLOBEX.

newsletter AGROSKILL 4 v_english.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%204%20v_english.pdf
The fourth AGROSKILL newsletter (english version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fourth meeting in Krems (april 2015), with a
focus on the pilot courses, and gives local news from each partner.

newsletter AGROSKILL 4 v_french.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/5/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%204%20v_french.pdf
Agroskill newsletter n°4 in french version

AGROSKILL Newsletter n°5
Newsletter-5_deutsch.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/Newsletter-5_deutsch.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (german version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from ECQA.

Newsletter-5_Greek.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/Newsletter-5_Greek.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (greek version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from TMAICH.

Newsletter-5_Polish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/Newsletter-5_Polish.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (polish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from NETEDUKACJA.

Newsletter-5_Spanish.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/Newsletter-5_Spanish.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (spanish version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from AGENEX and GLOBEX.

newsletter AGROSKILL 5 v_Croatian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%205%20v_Croatian.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (croatian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from FAZ.

newsletter AGROSKILL 5 v_english.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%205%20v_english.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (english version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from each partner.

newsletter AGROSKILL 5 v_french.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%205%20v_french.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (french version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from CA09.

newsletter AGROSKILL 5_v_hungarian.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/5/6/newsletter%20AGROSKILL%205_v_hungarian.pdf
The fifth AGROSKILL newsletter (hungarian version) makes a point on project's progresses, after the fifth (and last) meeting in Zagreb (september
2015), with a focus on final actions, especially the proposal to National Qualification Agencies, and the International Workshop organized with
experts. It also gives local news from TREBAG.

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Others LLP projects from ADAM database (R6)'
Title: Others LLP projects from ADAM database (R6)
Product Type: others
Marketing Text: This document presents similar LLP projects with whom it's possible to create some links,
using their results, transfering our own activities, for a common cooperation.
Description:
Target group: Participants in other LLP projects and general public
Result: On a first step, knowledge about the resultst obtained in former projects linked with
AGROSKILL.
Area of application:
Homepage:
Product Languages: English

product files
Other LLP projects in similar domains
R6_others LLP projects ADAM database.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/6/2/R6_others%20LLP%20projects%20ADAM%20database.pdf
Summary report about others LLP projects (ADAM database)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=6
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'AGROSKILL communication strategy (R5-R9)'
Title: AGROSKILL communication strategy (R5-R9)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: The AGROSKILL communication strategy (R5-R9) has created two results: the
Communication and Dissemination Plan and the After-AGROSKILL Communication and
Exploitation Plan.
The Communication and Dissemination Plan address the different stakeholder groups
identified for every partner in a database in order to guarantee maximum impact of the
dissemination. The After-AGROSKILL Communication and Exploitation Plan guarantees the
continuation of the knowledge exchange after the life time of the project. (The R9 document is
inside the R5 document)
Description:
Target group: General public, stakeholders.
Result:
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: English

product files
R5-R9_Communication-dissemination-plan_AfterAgroskill.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/7/1/R5-R9_Communication-dissemination-plan_AfterAgroskill.pdf
R5-R9: The Communication and Dissemination Plan and The After-AGROSKILL Communication and Exploitation Plan
The Communication and Dissemination Plan address the different stakeholder groups identified for every partner in a database in order to
guarantee maximum impact of the dissemination. The After-AGROSKILL Communication and Exploitation Plan guarantees the continuation of the
knowledge exchange after the life time of the project. (The R9 document is inside the R5 document)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=7
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Summary Report about transferred methods for validation of training
(R16)'
Title: Summary Report about transferred methods for validation of training (R16)
Product Type: others
Marketing Text: This document offers a methodology for the process of identification and validation of nonformal and informal learning (Procedure). It explains the amis and objective of a procedure,
and describes its process. netEDUKACJA is transfering products developed under the LLP
project EPANIL, and ECQA is transfering its methodology for certification and validation of
professions and common training quality in Europe.
Description: The task of preparing a uniform accreditation of skills and professional qualifications of prior
learning falls within the scope of the CZ/04/B/F/PP-168010 “European Common Principles for
the Accreditation of Non-formal and Informal Learning in Lifelong Learning” (abbreviated as
EPANIL) pilot project and run by the partners institutions on the basis of the Leonardo da
Vinci program.
Target group:
Result: This methodology can be applied to sustainable agriculture, and it will be used for preparing
the strategy for transfer implementation.
Area of application:
Homepage:
Product Languages: English

product files
Summary-Report-about-transferred-methods-for-validation-of-training.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/8/1/Summary-Report-about-transferred-methods-for-validation-of-training.pdf
R16: Summary Report about transferred methods for validation of training.
The aim of this document is to transfer of innovative certification and validation systems from identified LLP projects.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=8
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'National analysis of Formal Validation per country (R17)'
Title: National analysis of Formal Validation per country (R17)
Product Type: others
Marketing Text: The partners describe national analysis about existing structure of formal, non formal and
informal learning and the situation with regard to the accreditation of previsous experience.
Description: For each country, you can find a specifique document in two versions : english version and
national language versions (croatian, french, german, freek, hungarian, polish, spanish).
Target group:
Result: Following these conclusions, and in links with the document "Summary Report about
transferred methods for validation training" (R16), partners are able to build a "Proposal of
transfer implementation" (depending on national situation, how could adapt the General
Strategy for Transfer Implementation proposed by NetEDUKACJA and ECQA.
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: Polish
Hungarian
Greek
French
Spanish
Croatian
English
German

product files
National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Austria-Deutsch-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Austria-Deutsch-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Austria, in german version. (The english version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Austria-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Austria-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Austria, in english version. (The german version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Croatia-Croatian-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Croatia-Croatian-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Croatia, in croatian version. (The english version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Croatia-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Croatia-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Croatia, in english version. (The croatian version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-France-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-France-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in France, in english version. (The french version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-France-French-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-France-French-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in France, in french version. (The english version is also available).

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=9
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product files
National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Germany-Deutsch-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Germany-Deutsch-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Germany, in german version. (The croatian version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Germany-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Germany-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Germany, in english version. (The german version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Greece-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Greece-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Greece, in english version. (The greek version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Greece-Greek-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Greece-Greek-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Greece, in greek version. (The english version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Hungary-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Hungary-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Hungary, in english version. (The hungarian version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Hungary-Hungarian-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Hungary-Hungarian-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Hungary, in hungarian version. (The english version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Poland-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Poland-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Poland, in english version. (The polish version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Poland-Polish-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Poland-Polish-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Poland, in polish version. (The english version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Spain-English-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Spain-English-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Spain, in english version. (The spanish version is also available).

National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Spain-Spanish-version.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/9/1/National-analysis-of-Formal-Validation-per-country-Spain-Spanish-version.pdf
This document presents an analysis of Formal Validation in Spain, in spanish version. (The english version is also available).

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'General strategy for transfer implementation (R18)'
Title: General strategy for transfer implementation (R18)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: The General Strategy for Transfer Implementation
In introduction, it explains Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) and Accreditation of Prior
Experiential Learning (APEL) within the AGROSKILL project and their function in the context
of LLL.
It gives also a Guideline for validating non-formal learning into formal learning within
agriculture sector, and a Guideline for validating experience (expertise).
Description:
Target group:
Result: This is a commun guiline for partners to build their own National Implantation Strategy (R19),
that they will test through a pilot courses (R20).
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: English

product files
General-Strategy-for-Transfer-implementation.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/10/1/General-Strategy-for-Transfer-implementation.pdf
This document contains a proposal for a transfer implementation strategy, which will be a guide for approaching the transfer process.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=10
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'National implementation strategy for converting current non-formal
courses into formal courses, and validating the previsous learning (R19)'
Title: National implementation strategy for converting current non-formal courses into formal
courses, and validating the previsous learning (R19)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: Each country prepares a national implementation strategy with two aspects, converting
current non-formal courses into formal coruses, and validating the previious learning.
Description: This strategy takes account the main documents generated until now :
- National skill needs analysis,
- National analysis of the current non formal learning,
- Strategy for transfer implementation.
Target group:
Result:
Area of application: This action makes part of the WP4. The objective of this Work package is to design and
validate by pilots, national strategies for VET teacher/centers willing to convert their current
courses to formal training in base to EU standards, and validate the previous non-formal
learning and expertise of the student and convert it into formal learning. Once validated, the
strategies per country will be proposed to the National Qualification Agencies.
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: Polish
Hungarian
Greek
French
Croatian
Spanish
German
English

product files
Implantation strategy in AUSTRIA
R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Austria_DE.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/8/R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Austria_DE.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Austria, in german version (the english version is also available).

R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Austria_EN_.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/8/R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Austria_EN_.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Austria, in english version (the german version is also available).

Implantation strategy in CROATIA
R19_National-Impl_Startegy_Croatia_ hr.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/2/R19_National-Impl_Startegy_Croatia_%20hr.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Croatia, in croatian version (the english version is also available).

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=11
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product files
R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Croatia_ eng.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/2/R19_National-Impl_Strategy_Croatia_%20eng.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Croatia, in english version (the croatian version is also available).

Implantation strategy in FRANCE
R19_National-impl-strategy_FRANCE_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/4/R19_National-impl-strategy_FRANCE_en.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in France, in english version (the french version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_FRANCE_FR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/4/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_FRANCE_FR.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in France, in french version (the english version is also available).

Implantation strategy in GERMANY
R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Germany_DE-c.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/7/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Germany_DE-c.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Germany, in german version (the english version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Germany_EN-c.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/7/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Germany_EN-c.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Germany, in english version (the german version is also available).

Implantation strategy in GREECE
R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Greece_EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/9/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Greece_EN.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Greece, in english version (the greek version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Greece_gr.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/9/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Greece_gr.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Greece, in greek version (the english version is also available).

Implantation strategy in HUNGARY
R19_National-Implementation_HUNGARY_HUN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/3/R19_National-Implementation_HUNGARY_HUN.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Hungary, in hungarian version (the english version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_HUNGARY_ENG.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/3/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_HUNGARY_ENG.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Hungary, in english version (the hungarian version is also available).

Implantation strategy in POLAND
R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Poland_EN_v2.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/10/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Poland_EN_v2.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Poland, in english version (the polish version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Poland_PL_v2.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/10/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Poland_PL_v2.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Poland, in polish version (the english version is also available).

Implantation strategy in SPAIN

product files
R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Spain_EN_v0.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/6/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Spain_EN_v0.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Spain, in english version (the spanish version is also available).

R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Spain_SP_v1.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/11/6/R19_National-Impl-Strategy_Spain_SP_v1.pdf
National Implantation Strategy for conversion and validation in Spain, in spanish version (the english version is also available).

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Pilot courses per country (R20)'
Title: Pilot courses per country (R20)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: All Project Partners had organized Pilot Courses in the different countries for getting an
overview about the current knowledge about recognition, validation and accreditation of prior
learning outcomes.
Description:
Target group:
Result:
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: Greek
French
Polish
Hungarian
English
German
Spanish
Croatian

product files
Pilot courses summary report CROATIA
R20_Pilotcoursesummaryreport_CROATIA_engl.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/3/R20_Pilotcoursesummaryreport_CROATIA_engl.pdf
Pilot courses summary report CROATIA, in english version (croatian version is also available).

R20_Pilotcoursesummaryreport_CROATIA_hrv.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/3/R20_Pilotcoursesummaryreport_CROATIA_hrv.pdf
Pilot courses summary report CROATIA, in croatian version (english verion is also available).

Pilot courses summary report FRANCE
R20_pilot_courses_France_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/4/R20_pilot_courses_France_en.pdf
Pilot courses summary report FRANCE, in english version (french version is also available).

R20_stage_pilote_CA09_vFR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/4/R20_stage_pilote_CA09_vFR.pdf
Pilot courses summary report FRANCE, in french version (english verion is also available).

Pilot courses summary report GERMANY
R20_Pilot-Course-Germany_de.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/6/R20_Pilot-Course-Germany_de.pdf
Pilot courses summary report GERMANY, in german version (english verion is also available).

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=12
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product files
R20_Pilot-Course-Germany_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/6/R20_Pilot-Course-Germany_en.pdf
Pilot courses summary report GERMANY, in english version (german version is also available).

Pilot courses summary report GREECE
R20_Pilot-Course-Greece_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/8/R20_Pilot-Course-Greece_en.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in GREECE, in english version (greek version is also available.

R20_Pilot-Course-Greece_GR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/8/R20_Pilot-Course-Greece_GR.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in GREECE, in greek version (english version is also available.

Pilot courses summary report HUNGARY
R20_Pilot-Course-Hungary_EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/7/R20_Pilot-Course-Hungary_EN.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in HUNGARY, in english version (hungarian version is also available.

R20_Pilot-course-Hungary_HU.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/7/R20_Pilot-course-Hungary_HU.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in HUNGARY, in hungarian version (greek version is also available.

Pilot courses summary report POLAND
R20_Pilot-Course-Poland_EN.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/2/R20_Pilot-Course-Poland_EN.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in POLAND, in english version (polish version is also available).

R20_Pilot-Course-Poland_PL.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/2/R20_Pilot-Course-Poland_PL.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in POLAND, in polish version (english version is also available).

Pilot courses summary report SPAIN
R20_Pilot-Course-Spain_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/5/R20_Pilot-Course-Spain_en.pdf
Pilot courses summary report for SPAIN, in english version (spanish version is also available).

R20_Pilot-Course-Spain_sp.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/12/5/R20_Pilot-Course-Spain_sp.pdf
Pilot courses summary report in SPAIN, in spanish version (english version is also available).

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Pilot Courses summary (R21)'
Title: Pilot Courses summary (R21)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: ECQA has made a summary from all the pilot courses reports, analysing the targets groups
with common questionnaires used with attendances. It gives first ideas of next steps for
validation of previous learnings in the field sof sustainable agriculture.
Description:
Target group:
Result:
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: English

product files
R21_Pilot-Courses_en_v1.2.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/13/1/R21_Pilot-Courses_en_v1.2.pdf
Pilot Courses Summary (english version)

R21_rapport_synthese_stages_pilotes_vFR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/13/1/R21_rapport_synthese_stages_pilotes_vFR.pdf
Pilot Courses Summary (french version)

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=13
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Proposals to the National Qualification Agencies'
Title: Proposals to the National Qualification Agencies
Product Type:
Marketing Text: Based on the pilot courses and the national implantation strategies, the partners are
submitting their results to their National Qualification Agencies, with the goal to contribute to
the creation of a national Standardized Validation procedure in sustainable agriculture.
Description: Product files are collecting. They will be put on line quickly
Target group:
Result: Contributing to the creation of a national Standardized Validation procedure in sustainable
agriculture.
Offering the opportunity for the national Qualification Agencies to appropriate the
AGROSKILL activities and products, and to study how it can be usefull for them and for
obtaining progresses on validation of prior learbing in sustainable (and especially organic)
agriculture.
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: German
English
Croatian
Polish
French
Spanish
Hungarian
Greek

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=14
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Agriculture Labour Experts Validation Network (R23)'
Title: Agriculture Labour Experts Validation Network (R23)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: Based on national experts networks in sustainable agriculture and validation of prior learning
procedures, this European network meets all experts that AGROSKILL partners had asked
for all the project's time.
Description: The joint document present all experts making part of the network, with email adresses.
Target group:
Result: For AGROSKILL partners, it gives the opportunity tohave recept in several times an expert
opinion about the interest and relevance of their products and methodologies.
For experts, it's a way to exchange between national frameworks and european initiatives.
For any stakeholders, it means that they can appropriate the AGROSKILL products, taking in
account that they have been followed and recognized by experts.

Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: English

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=15
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'International Workshop, september 11th 2015 (R4)'
Title: International Workshop, september 11th 2015 (R4)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: An International Workshop was organized in the Faculty of Agronomy of Zagreb, in
september 11th 2015.
31 persons participated in the workshop. Apart from the consortium members, there were
representatives of different institutions dealing with formal and non-formal education in the
field of agriculture: Croatia Ministry of Science, Education and Sport, Faculty of Agriculture in
Zagreb, Faculty of Agriculture in Osijek, College of Agriculture at Križevci, Extension service,
Public Open University Zagreb, NGO „Priroda i društvo“ as well as students.
Description: The joint document summarizes this International workshop.
Target group:
Result:
Area of application:
Homepage: http://agroskill.eu
Product Languages: English

product files
International-workshop-Report.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/16/1/International-workshop-Report.pdf
Summary Report about the AGROSKILL International workshop, organized in Zagreb in september 11th 2015.

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=16
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Product 'Proposals to the Nationals Qualification Agencies (R22)'
Title: Proposals to the Nationals Qualification Agencies (R22)
Product Type:
Marketing Text: This is the last result of the Work Package 4, dedicated to the pilot courses and the
experimentation of tranfert methods for validation.
Each partner sent a proposal to its National Qualification Agencies, showing the national
strategy for implementation (R19), and most of them recept answers and opinions. The joint
documents present these exchanges and give some ways in which the partnership could
valorize and proceed its results after the end of the project.
Description:
Target group:
Result:
Area of application:
Homepage:
Product Languages: Croatian
Spanish
German
English
Hungarian
Polish
French
Greek

product files
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_at
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_at.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/2/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_at.pdf
Proposal to the Austrian National Qualification Agency.

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_en
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_en.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/10/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_en.pdf
Proposals summary in english

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_FR
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_FR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/3/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_FR.pdf
Proposal to the french National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GE

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921&prd=17
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product files
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GE.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/4/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GE.pdf
Proposal to the german National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GR
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GR.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/5/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_GR.pdf
Proposal to the Greek National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hr
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hr.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/6/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hr.pdf
Proposal to the Croatian National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hu
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hu.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/7/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_hu.pdf
Proposal to the Hungarian National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_PL
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_PL.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/8/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_PL.pdf
Proposal to the Polish National Qualification Agency

R22_Proposal-to-NQA_sp
R22_Proposal-to-NQA_sp.pdf
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/10921/prd/17/9/R22_Proposal-to-NQA_sp.pdf
Proposal to the Spanish National Qualification Agency

AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Events
End of the AGROSKILL project
Date
Description

31.12.2015
the AGROSKILL project will officially end at 31 december 2015, after more than 2 years
working together. But many things will go on !

Target audience
Public
Contact Information

Closed event
Nicolas TRIPOGNEY
+0033561021400
nicolas.tripogney@ariege.chambagri.fr

Time and place

Fifth (and last) transnational meeting AGROSKILL and International workshop Zagreb (Croatia) - september 2015
Date
Description

10.09.2015
The fifth and last meeting will be at Zagreb on september. It will be time for partners to
achieve the technical activities, think about dissemination, preparation of final report and all
that it will be made on the after-agroskill !
It's also the opportunity to organize an Internation worshop, where we hope we will meet
several experts and exchange with them.

Target audience agroskill partners, experts and stakeholders
Public
Contact Information

Time and place

Closed event
Nicolas TRIPOGNEY
+0033561021400
nicolas.tripogney@ariege.chambagri.fr
Zagreb (Croatia), 10 and 11 of september 2015

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Events
Fourth transnational meeting AGROSKILL - Krems (Austria) - April 2015
Date
Description

21.04.2015
The fourth AGROSKILL comittee meeting, will be in Austria the 21 and 22 of april 2015.

Target audience AGROSKILL project partners
Public

Closed event

Contact Information

Nicolas TRIPOGNEY
+0033561021400
nicolas.tripogney@ariege.chambagri.fr

Time and place

21 and 22 april 2015, Krems, Autriche.

THird AGROSKILL meeting at Hamburg
Date
Description

06.10.2014
AGROSKILL project partners meet for the third time in Hamburg, Germany, at the invitation of
BFW.They will continue their work, focusing on the analysis of existing systems of validation
of informal training in the participating countries.

Target audience AGROSKILL project partners
Public
Contact Information

Time and place

Closed event
Nicolas TRIPOGNEY
0033+5 61 02 14 00
nicolas.tripogney@ariege.chambagri.fr
06 ans 07 of october 2014, HAMBURG, Germany

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921
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AGROSKILL Transferring methods for validation of informal learning to VET
institutions in the field of sustainable agriculture (2013-1-FR1-LEO05-48134)

Events
Second AGROSKILL steering committee at Chania (Greece)
Date
Description

28.04.2014
The AGROSKILL partners met on april 2014 at Chania, in Cretia Island in Greece, byt the
invitation of MAICh. Their they went on their exchanges and actions.

Target audience AGROSKILL partners
Public
Contact Information

Time and place

Closed event
Nicolas TRIPOGNEY
+33 5 61 02 14 00
nicolas.tripogney@ariege.chambagri.fr
The 28th and 29th of april of 2014, at CHANIA, Cretia, Greece.

First steering committee at Foix, France
Date
Description

28.10.2013
The AGROSKILL partners met for the first time on october 2014 at Foix, in Ariège distric in
France, by the invitation of the agricultural chamber of Ariege. Their they started their
exchanges and actions.

Target audience The AGROSKILL partners
Public
Contact Information

Time and place

Closed event
Stephanie LEBRUN
+0033 5 61 02 14 00
stephanie.lebrun@ariege.chambagri.fr
The 28th and 29th of october in FOIX, France

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=10921
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Project Tags
The project belongs to the following group(s):
EQF (http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/thematicgroup/EQF)
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